teuthology - Bug #11349
Fix ssh_keys task
04/08/2015 04:03 PM - Yuri Weinstein

Status: Closed
Priority: Urgent
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Source: Q/A
Tags:
Backport:
Regression: No
Severity: 3 - minor

Description
It looks like for jobs like this in ceph-deploy
after it ran we get machines (in this case plana58) into state "AuthenticationException: Authentication failed." (if it's not coincident, of cause).


Related issues:
Related to Bug #11328: nuke stale failed "AuthenticationException: Authentication...
Closed 04/05/2015

History
#1 - 04/08/2015 04:05 PM - Zack Cerza
I think this is causing #11328

#2 - 04/08/2015 09:20 PM - Zack Cerza
- Status changed from New to Need More Info

I haven't been able to figure out what's happening here.

So far I've only seen this "caused" by jobs using the ceph_deploy and ssh_keys tasks together, and even then, only in jobs that fail because they can't find enough disks to use. We should not be scheduling such jobs against machine types that can't support them.

I've tried to manually reproduce this and failed. I'm going to set it aside for now to see if it pops up outside of the circumstances I've detailed above.

#3 - 04/13/2015 10:38 PM - Zack Cerza
plana44 was possibly broken by:

Also using the ssh_keys task

#4 - 04/14/2015 10:50 PM - Yuri Weinstein
Also burnupi42 and burnupi50 in runs:


#5 - 04/14/2015 11:10 PM - Zack Cerza
I don't see any problems related to burnupi42 in those logs.
burnupi50:
First failed job:
Previous job:

#6 - 04/15/2015 01:05 AM - Yuri Weinstein
More machines (sorry I did not capture jobs info):
burnupi13
plana12
plana52
plana61
all marked down

#7 - 04/15/2015 04:17 PM - Yuri Weinstein
mira070
plana28

#8 - 04/16/2015 06:02 PM - Zack Cerza
Fixed:
burnupi13
plana12
plana52
plana61

#9 - 04/22/2015 04:21 PM - Yuri Weinstein
plana48 has AuthenticationException error
was running teuthology-2015-04-19_23:06:01-krbd-hammer-testing-basic-multi/855208
marked down

#10 - 04/22/2015 09:54 PM - Yuri Weinstein
plan94 asking for password
Marked down

#11 - 04/24/2015 06:04 PM - Zack Cerza
- Status changed from Need More Info to Resolved

https://github.com/ceph/teuthology/pull/462
https://github.com/ceph/teuthology/pull/468

#12 - 04/24/2015 06:10 PM - Zack Cerza
and https://github.com/ceph/teuthology/pull/471

#13 - 04/30/2015 02:31 PM - Yuri Weinstein
- Status changed from Resolved to New

Two machines below were with AuthenticationException: Authentication failed. asking for password on ssh:
mira065 (teuthology-2015-04-26_23:02:01-rgw-hammer-distro-basic-multi/864685)
plana31 (teuthology-2015-04-26_23:02:01-rgw-hammer-distro-basic-multi/864683)

#14 - 05/19/2015 05:48 PM - Zack Cerza
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Regression set to No

Both machines mentioned above seem fine now. I doubt if this was the issue.